
Kristen Stewart’s Mom Denies
Speaking About Her Daughter’s
Celebrity Love Life
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According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Kristen  Stewart’s  mom,  Jules’
mouth remains sealed when it comes to Stewart’s celebrity love
life. Jules denies having commented on Stewart’s rumored new
celebrity relationship involving celeb Alicia Cargile in an
interview with Sharon Feinstein. Jules said, “Never ever did
we discuss Kristen!” Feinstein is extremely saddened about
Jules’ denial of statements because she believes, “This was a
very  positive  story  and  one  told  by  a  loving  parent.”
Feinstein was going to release the audio clip with the alleged
proof, but was stopped along the way, so it’s Feinstein’s word
against Jules’. This is not the only time Stewart’s love life
has been involved in celebrity gossip!

Celebrity  love  life  rumors  are
nothing new! What are some ways to
keep  gossip  from  affecting  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Gossip can do serious harm to relationships, and can sometimes
even be embarrassing. It can also ruin reputations even if it
isn’t true, and finding a solution can be difficult. Cupid
has a few solutions to getting rid of gossip for good:
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1.  No  confirmation:  Just  like  Kristen’s  mom,  do  not  give
people any information on anything that involves you, as that
just gives them more reason to talk. Instead, keep quiet and
never confirm any information, so your relationship always
stays a mystery.

Related Link: Kristen Stewart Says She and Rob Pattinson Are
‘Totally Fine’

2.  Release  it  all:  In  some  cases,  you  can  do  just  the
opposite. By releasing all your personal information, you have
nothing to hide or nothing for people to assume. Everything
people want to know is told, so there’s no room for gossip to
intrude in your relationship!

Related  Link:  Rob  Pattinson  Thinks  Kristen  Stewart  Looks
“Amazing” as a Bride

3. Avoid it: If you know there are certain people that cannot
keep their mouths shut about your life, block them and make
sure they see nothing of it! Delete them on social networks,
and stay away from commenting about your personal life to
them. If they are not contributing anything positive to your
relationship, avoid them.

What are some ways you’ve stopped gossip from being a part of
your relationship? Comment below!
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